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Europe needs memory as much as it needs jobs 

As you travel between Germany and Poland, you see the traces of a traumatic past and the 
dangers of forgetting 

Timothy Garton Ash  
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On All Saints' Day the Poles remember their dead. It's an amazing sight. At noon on Tuesday the centre of 
Poznan was deserted, like an English town at lunchtime on Christmas Day. But in the main cemetery, amid 
autumnal woods on the outskirts of the city, vast crowds moved slowly down the paths, each family carrying 
flowers and special candles in wind-resistant jars to lay at the graves of their loved ones. By lunchtime almost 
every slab was adorned with fresh flowers and burning candles, a flickering garden as far as the eye could 
see. 

I have witnessed this popular festival of remembrance in Poland several times, and every time it is 
unforgettable. At dusk, as the frost sets in, 10,000 candles become an archipelago of flame amid the dark 
silhouettes of tombstones and trees. Somewhere in the distance a choir sings an old patriotic hymn. You can 
almost see the hovering souls of the dear departed. If, at such a moment, your spine does not tingle, there is 
something wrong with you.  

Here is what it means to be a European nation: an imagined community of the dead, the living and the as-yet-
unborn, bonded together by a glue called memory. Here is the force that kept the Poles going through nearly 
two centuries of partition and foreign occupation. According to a poll conducted in 1995, 98% of the Polish 
population went to the graves on All Saints' Day. Perhaps the proportion is slightly smaller today, as Poland 
becomes a more "normal", contemporary, western-style nation of consumers. Instead of going to the graves, 
a young Poznanian may stay at home to watch a DVD or go shopping at the local Tesco. (Tesco is doing well 
in Poznan.)  

Up to a point, this is a healthy kind of normalisation; but only up to a point. For if you don't know where you 
come from, you don't know who you are. Anyone who has seen an elderly relative gradually lose their 
memory understands that a person without memory is a child. A nation without memory is not a nation. And a 
Europe without memory will not long remain Europe.  

Actually, this is one of Europe's most fundamental problems today; less visible, but no less profound, than our 
economic difficulties or the crises of our welfare states. What Europe was like 60 years ago remains one of 
the strongest arguments - perhaps the strongest altogether - for continuing to build a European Union. But if 
no one remembers what Europe was like 60 years ago, that argument has no force.  

Take the stretch of Europe I've travelled over the last few days, from Berlin to Poznan. As you look out of the 
train window, you see wooden barns, solid brick farmhouses and lovely copses of pine, copper beech and 
silver birch. On a sunlit autumn day it looks like an idyll. But if you know any history then you know that those 
trees have their roots in a rich compost of corpses. The corpses of Poles, who died fighting against German 
occupation. The corpses of Jews, who died trying to escape Nazi transports to the death camps. The corpses 
of Germans, who died on the flight westward before the advancing Red Army. And, not least, the corpses of 
hundreds of thousands of young Russian soldiers, killed in the advance to Berlin. Those houses you see have 
almost all been forcibly transferred from one owner to another. Along the way there was the Berlin Wall (its 
line now hard to trace), the iron curtain, the Stasi and martial law.  

Of course, too much remembering brings its own difficulties. In individual men and women, we call this post-
traumatic stress. The past haunts you. But in Poland and Germany, as in the rest of Europe, the larger 
tendency is to forget. People think only of today's discontents. Some Germans blame Poles for taking their 
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jobs. Some Poles feel exploited by German firms. Germans and Poles in unison blame their politicians for 
high unemployment, crime and social insecurity. They lack the perspective that only history brings.  

So, next to history lessons, we need memorials. In Berlin, my wife and I wandered among the dark-grey 
concrete slabs, or stelae, of the Holocaust memorial, which occupies a whole block just south of the 
Brandenburg Gate. You have an unsettling sense of menace as the narrow, cobbled walkways take you down 
between these dark, towering blocks; but then you are cheered up by giggling children dashing around 
playing hide-and-seek in the maze. And so your thoughts turn from the dead to the living, and then back to the 
dead.  

Yet such public, state-supported memorials also bring their dangers. One of the few major sources of 
controversy between Germany and Poland today is a plan, originated by the organisations of the Germans 
driven out of what is now Poland at the end of the second world war, to have a museum of the expulsions. In 
every case, the question becomes: why should the state mark this tragedy and not that one? Other nations, 
religious groups or sexual orientations who see themselves as victims, demand recognition of their own 
"holocaust(s)".  

In Britain, many people wear poppies as we approach Remembrance Day on November 11. The central 
ceremony is a wreath-laying at the Cenotaph in Whitehall, and the traditional understanding has been that this 
commemorates above all the soldiers, sailors and airmen who died to keep us free. More recently, a grand 
memorial was erected on Park Lane to commemorate animals that were the victims of war. More recently still, 
a monument to women who died in the second world war appeared in Whitehall, just up from the Cenotaph. 
The order of commemoration seems to me peculiarly British: first the armed forces, then animals, then 
women.  

What often works best of all are the small memorials, relating to a particular local community or even a single 
house. In a small square in what used to be the Jewish quarter of east Berlin there's a memorial to the 
deported Jews that is nothing more than a bronze sculpture of a simple kitchen table and two chairs, one of 
them thrown over on to the floor. In Hamburg they have individual cobblestones on the pavement, inscribed 
with the names and dates of individual Jews who lived in that particular house.  

Nowadays, with just a little virtual digging, you can make your own memorial. I am writing this article in the 
Hotel Rzymski - that is, the Rome Hotel - in Poznan. Its architecture is the kind of flattened neoclassicism that 
could be 1930s Polish, early-1940s Nazi or late-1940s Stalinist. On the first-floor landing I find some framed 
plans for the "Hotel de Rome" in Posen (the German name for Poznan) by the architect Franz Böhmer. They 
are dated 1941. So, sitting at my laptop in the renovated cafe of the hotel, with its postmodern truncated 
Roman columns, I use the wireless internet access to Google Franz Böhmer. It turns out he was one of 
Hitler's architects, also commissioned to convert the imperial palace down the road into the Führer's 
headquarters for overseeing his eastern territories. My laptop shudders. There is a ghost in this machine.  
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